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WALL STREET ON EDGE
+INVESTORS
MAY TAKE comfort if Greece makes an $11 billion debt payment on
Wednesday. That deadline helped spur anxiety last week. Earnings from Dell and
others, as well as reports on jobs and housing, are also expected this week.

(CNN)

Gourmet deliveryman

Briefs

Starbucks gets into the
flavored coffee market

Food Network’s
Rosengarten starts
global goodies biz

Up next from Starbucks: a
basic cup of vanilla-flavored joe
brewed in your
own kitchen.
Starbucks plans
to roll out three
types of ground
flavored coffee
at hundreds of thousands of
grocery stores — its first foray
into the $265 million premium
flavored coffee market.

BY LANA BORTOLOT
Special to amNewYork

Chavez: Tweet me about
currency speculators
Venezuelan President Hugo
Chavez urged supporters to use
Twitter to inform on currency
speculators yesterday, as his
government tries to defend the
bolivar. He described them as
thieves who must be punished
for currency speculation, which
he blames for rapidly rising
(AP)
inflation.

When David Rosengarten
bit into a chocolate bar in
his Austrian hotel minibar,
a wave of pleasure washed
over him, then sweet sorrow
sunk in after he realized the
candy probably wasn’t available back home.
It was a frequent dilemma
for Rosengarten, a global
traveler and professional
gourmet. This time, he decided to do something. He
visited the chocolatier the
next day, and by the time he
tasted some 25 samples, he
struck a deal to import the
chocolate.
And he didn’t stop there.
Rosengarten, a boyish

50-something known to
Food Network fans as the
longtime host of “Taste,”
returned home to New
York and got busy creating
a multimedia business
that will include food
findings and reports,
e-commerce and, eventually, a show.
The business softlaunched this weekend
with the reissue of his
e-letter “The Rosengarten Report,” featuring
a major report on olive
oils. The newsletter,
which focuses on consumers andconsumption, is part of his plan
to migrate his expertise to
the web.
Sometime this summer
he’ll launch davidrosengar
ten.com, an e-commerce site
offering hard-to-find global
goodies. You’ll find that
chocolate bar there as well

as specialty hams, wines,
Spanish honey and French
oysters — anything he deems
tasty and unique.
“We’re not talking cheap
stuff — so it usually works
out [appealing] to upscale,
educated, gastronomically
oriented people,” he said.
“[But] I’m trying to sensitize people to the notion
that there’s great stuff
out there that’s expensive and not expensive.”
Another medium: a
show about traditional
Italian-American food,
an oft-scorned cuisine
that Rosengarten said
deserves more respect.
The show might find a
home on one of his websites,
or find funding to become a
television program.
“I don’t know where it’s
going to go, but I would say
that the Internet does not
yet have a food star.”

David Rosengarten wants to bring hard-to-get worldwide
(PETER FOLEY)
delicacies to the United States.
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